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STYLE — CLCHH }SYCHOLCGEx Low Students:

Criticism of rho cxorciso for Clown psychology: 1ho

tricks must be done with the stick. ball and chair, and every-

thing must be used during tho trick. Ihe him was to develop

certain regions of the actor's soul which are usually very

sloopy. iho Clown gift is a very particular thing which not

everyone can have, but to try to awaken those things is very

important for the actor's nature.‘ The two poles - tragedy and

circus - include everything, and all other styles lie between

these two poles. We have much to do with tragedy, but we must

touch this other pole which is the circus, and we do so only

to enlarge the gamut of their actor's abilities.

Crit'gism ht 01d Students:

Terence: 1 only found about two moments which

appealed to my sense of humor. Ihe rest of the time i felt

that they were trying to be funny, and this made me most un—

comfortable. Ln Mary Lou‘s case she had a very definite line

and feeling of form, and something humorous came out of it“

but most of the others lacked form.

:aula: I found the most humor in the ones which had

the best form and the greatest feeling of the beginning. coming

to the climax, and finishing. The two who had this seemed to
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give mo tho most onjoynent. dho one: who were entirely serious

were the most humorous for he.

Beatrice: I would suggest that they take objoctives

very seriously and strongly, than they would lose the rocl~

ing that ihoy have to try tainako things funny. lethaps tho

jugglor psychology in the use of things could be more stressed.

iotor: It would be helpful if each one could find

a new form in which to do the trick. It is very difficult

because the trick has been done before, and today almost every

clown had the sumo plan. It is necessary to remember that the

audience is always thoro. and there is a question of tho length

of timttyhich you must do the trick, in order to keep tho

attention of the audience.

horas}: :

Each one of you is right in what you say, but the

clown tricks belong to the rhythm in art. and are a very high

art form. lhc gift for being a clown is a very high one. and

the real cloWn is very seldom found who has the eye to see

the world contorted in such a wa‘. he is really to be admired

because he stands above the things, which makes them funny.

One of the definitions of humor is this ability to be above

the subject. and therefore it may seem in be funny. ihis

ability to stand above things is something very precious.

thrcforo. as it is an art, we can apply ho Lhoso clown tricks

absolutely all the poinfis which we are :join; '50 apply to our
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other exercises. It is absolutely the same thing.

 

:GILZS 0F Th3 "

i felt that we were a little embarrassed to criiicize

but we should not be, because it is the same as all our other

work. First of all go over the work we have seen from the point

of View of: 1. hadiationx if you think of it from this hoint

of view you will feel that you can help,thiough this organized

Criticism, to know what to ask or to require from the per-

formance or the actor. 2. Relaxed bodies: You will see how

this kind or analysis opens things for us at once. 1his kind

of Criticism gives very much assurance - how to help at the

riJht moment with the right means — because it will gradually

   

3. Feeling of form. h. The confusion between tempo and hurry.

5. Aesthetic consciousness. or feeling of beauty. 6. At-

mosphere. 7. Objectives. 8. Fooling of truth. 9. Feeling

of ease. 10. Imaginafion. 11. how much the intellect has

disturbed by its influence. 12. Concentration. 13. Characteri-

zation. lb. Feeling of the whole. 15. Ingenuity.

flhcso will give you the ability to see everything

with very clear open eyes. and will help you to work, to do.

to act. Good cl wns always have a very strong atmosphere.

whereas bad clowns have nothing but their cliches. Atmosphere

and radiation are, of course, very important.
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The question has been asked, how to find the inner

psychology of the clown. Vhis is. or coursa. first of all

a personal gift. but the psychology is jhg_gbili3x_39_§gg

cverythigg_ig_§hg_opnosito wag. Ihis clown psychology is to-

day confused with Eludeville. One mistake they all make;

they try to be funny and this does them much harm. The real

Clown is absolutely serious. Ehis ability to do things as

clowns must not loud to tho ability to do clown trichs, but

to knock on this door is very good.

In the future we will try to criticka as we have done

today; by means of certain questi023, certain points of the

method. This will make us stronger inside as actors and helpers.

Cur idea, as you know. is that each of no in a director. actor,

designer, playwright. Inside you must be all these things.

to a gggggifl extent. Why do we speak about atmosphere? ker-

haps it would be better to speak about the feelings. because

the atmoSphoro ig tho feeling. ibis is t“ue. of course, I

because everything we do is loading to the feelings and fire.

 

AEHCSLE‘-E:

out the reason we speak about atmoophcro and not the

feelings, is because: l. the feelirgs are something which we

' havc inside us, but the atmosphere can be somethinw which

does not belong to us. 1 can belong lo the street, to the

room, to the event, and so on. An old castle. for instance,

has an aimosphore which does not depend on us - we can enter
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quietly and we feel the atmosphere at once. Therefore, this

is one reason why we speak ebout atmosphere as different to

feelings, but when we are in the castle we are able to take

this aizosphere into us, or iv :etrates into us and becomes

 

our owu personal feelings.

2. As we know, it is not possible to order the feel—

ings. I cannot say please feel adairation_— perhaps I can

instinctively. but sometimes 1 cannot feel "to order.“ and

therefore the whole method is aimed at giving a means to reach

the feelizgs when we want to. We are able to take the objective.

for instance. because it is in our power. we can very easily

imagine this room full of atmosphere, but at the moment when

we imagine a certain atmosphere which is easy to do, we can

say to ourselves, ”now take this atmosyhcre into you." ihis

is the means to inflame the feelings in us; to turn the at-

mosphere into the feelings, to make something which is objective

into something subjective. is use tuis atmosphere as a means

of inflaming our feelings. instead of ordering a certain

feeling. Lhis gives us first of all the right to speak about

the atmosphere, and second it is a firick to mnflwn the feelings

by starting with an objective thing, taking it and radiating

it back, and the feeli gs will be ihero if the experience is

 

strong enough.

I have noticed that in our work on the two plays we

have been very weak in atmosphere. .lease 1313-:

 

  room is full of the atmosphere of dep ass
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abéolutoly easy to imagine the atmosphere — it is Already

bore. So take the atmospheio and radiate it buck, this is

also possible and easy. if the atuosphore is there and is

taken into us and becomes the feelings, than you must develop

the ahility to speak, to sing, to move, to not out of this

atmosphere. inia is the next stop. now try to move in this

atmosphere; from the atmosphere: being inspired by the at-

moophore. Then you will feel at once that your whole being

is full of this atmosphere: you are full of the feeling wo

want to have. But first we must create it around us. and iheu

it is ours.

Study this process of how to move in the atmosphere

which we described as one of depressing Silence. ”cu try to

speak a sentence out of this atmosPhoro. You are able not

only to move in this atmoupharo. but to speak out of it. fry

to develop your car to hear the atmosphere behind the words:

to Speak in the atmosphere moans to make the words traLSparent

for the atmosphere. 1ry to speak so that in u big theatre you

will be heard without breaking the atmosphere, and thou many

nuances will develop out of it; hog the sentence is spoken.

how send out this some atmosphere and with professional

Bkillfullnoss leave tho atmosphere.

LOW let us take quite a différenfi a1mosphero which

fills the room; a group of people who have been suffering aLd

oppressed for years and years. we have reached fihc last moment

 

whcd do are going to protest against this ty;u;t who has kept
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us in bondage. we aro waiting for the si4n which will be given,

then we will attack our oLomXes without any nercy, hxycctationl

the last moment; it is not gossiblo to wait longer.

You muat distribute yourselves in the rooms so that

if ton of your anemies come through the deal they will not

see you until they have ontorod tho.rooms. Low there comes

a nuance in the same atmosphere: your brains are tired. your

limbs are tired, and you are falli' .his nuance is

 

almost contrary to the atmosphere, but it is possible to do

everything in the same atmosphere. Come together and decide

to go to sleep in the same atmosphere and with the some burning

activity to get your fraedomz you aye excited but tired.

now consciously leave the atmosphere.

Criticism: It was very well done and you 03L see

that if you sake this point of the Method. the atmosphere,

consciously in your exercises and rehearsals you will always

got such results as you have just experienced, but you must

pay attention to it. You have only to want to take it, and

you will always got the some zesuls, which is absolutely con—

vincing and fascinating for the audienco. Even one porsou

can create such a firomohdously powerful atmosphere, but of

Course it is helpful to have a number of people doing it.

If you believe in yoxm ovna atmosphere as much as you do in

”hat of the group, you will get it. if you accept ibis tech-

nique to imagine the axmosyhoro aruuod you, GLG then take it

and radiate it you GEL do it alone as an exercise — you will
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see that one person can ho mighty.

do will now take in entirely opposite atmosphere —

a funny one. let us imagine a row of small tables. covered

with white cloths. Pave you ever seen a muliitude of little

children lying like that in a maternity hosoital? lhis row

of future persons; clean; light: all the people walking around

in white uniforms. Lew life is all around! everything is

1      'ht and gay and funny. pow imagine quite the opposite thi.l:

 

scientific people each one of whom has written so many books.

and will write more if God will let us. :he more we try to

write the more complicaied the matter appears. lhis is a

demonstration occasion for these people, who are without any

idea of how to behave before these small new beings: with

their spectacles and books they watch these new beinas.

ihis modern institution is shown to them. they try to under-

stand but they are not able to undersiahd its whole beauty,

and they remain strange figures in an alien atmosphere.

First imagine the atmosphere. .aula will lead the group

of professors.

Criticism: ihis was not so good, and the reason was

quite obvious - you started to act before you got the inspira-

tion from the atmosphere. We got the idea of the theme very

quickly from the intellect, aLd we begah to do - nothing!

But the task was given to you — atmosphere. if you had imagined

    
this 1i 'ht, beauti£ul room and an old gerson coming from his

writing table full or smoke and ideas: it is quixe an obvious
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atmosphere. What will happen when these two strange things

come together? Before you bet you must open yourselves to

the atmosphere, and then you will get some suggestions if

you will only explore the atmosphere. Don't act in this ex-

ercise until you are inspired; this will come through putting

together truthful things — this new life and the old expired

life. Each word must come out of the atmefiphere.

Low imagine the other atmosphere of the tense

moment. It is the same thing; if you are true to the given

circumstances the atmosphere will arise. Everything must be

a different approach to the atmosphere. lherefore. if it is

as an atmosphere in a cemetery. then it is quite obvious -

night, a windy cold night. We go through the cemetery and

a certain atmosphere is there. But if, for instance, we

are given two things - light and sunshine and these new beings -

this is one thing which has its atmosphere. then we must

add to this these old professors, and an atmosphere must erisa

out of this composition. It is absolutely possible.

flow imagine you have a play wherein are given many

things: the mother is ill, the son does not come back. the

father has lost his position ~ all these cenéitions. if we

are able to hear the atmospheres we will get something. lhe

atmosphere is not altnyo something whiéh is simple, it can

be very complicated but we must want to get it out of all

possible conditions. uhere is no situation in which the at-

preeent. a1c
l
—

moephere does not exist, in which it is LO
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course there are situations in which it is more obvious or

drama or

 

less obvious. In comedy it‘is not so obvious as h

in tragedy, but you will always find atmosphere in comedy if

you pay attention to it.

Exercise: L will Show you a knife and how it opens.

You must create the atmosphere from the following couditi

 

Iou have never seen a knife and it near: Lothi to you.

 

Ehen feel how from thifl situation must arise a coriain ataosphoro.

It is something which you have LGVGI seen; you are like chil-

dren. .ow gradually add to this that you are old professors —

very dry. intellectual people. An atmosyhere arises out of

this. new again turn this situation and you are a child with

a knife. Feel the psychology and create the atmosphere. bow

create a group out of this atmOSphore.

CCHDLTiGnSx

You must understand one thing; if we have one condi-

tion and we are able to create the aimosphorc oum of this con-

dition it is easy, but if no havo more conditions it is more

difficult. the difficulty lies in the inexperienced soul,

not in the siiuotion or the conditions themselves. if you

take rod and green you will get a certain impression from those

two colors together. In tho same way your actor's soul will

create certain atmospheres from two or threo given conditions.

If you will recall the scene from Jr. Shdanoff'o

play when everyone is contractod inside because of the approach-
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ins scandal; it is quite obvious. zhcn the son appears and

J. . \ ', - o ‘the atmosphere must oe changed. dut this «as not done. any?

 

It must be changed organically. but it was t done because

we are not able to take conditions and create another atmosphere

on account of them.

Do this scene in your imagination: the depressed at-

mosphere; now imagine the sen appears. it is possible but

it was never done during the sketch because you were never

aware of thin possibility. You must develop this membrane.

It is like water, uhen you are thirsty you must drink. Jith—

out atmosphere you keep your audience dry. go fool each event

on the stage with this muscle hidoh governs the atmosphere -

this is the whole secrot. With your ability to create the

aimosphero it will live subconsciously throughout the play.

You will see how much inspiration you will get from

this atmosphere, and than you will get the ability to out

each day in a different way. which is the most beautiful thing

in our profession. it is absolutely flexible: it is life,

life on the stage. Then you will get such supp rt from each

other. if you are sure as an actor that your atmosphere will

be taken by all the others around you. you will get such a

Joy, such an ocstecy from this because you know that you are

lifted up by this atmosphere.

And quite the opposite, if you feel that the atnosyhere

you have created is not you will feel how wrong it is.
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Very often on the stage. actors who are net flexible enough

give the same yerfarmance. he the same way always, and than

diehérmeny comes and the whele charm of the performance is

lest at once. ahis sensitivity for the atmosphere is not so

difficult: it can be developed if you will pay attention to

it.

In more complicated cases you can keep the atmosphere

until you know that each word of your partner. each change in

line suggests something - green and red, and new green and

blue — quite different, and this is the same for things inside

us. Cnly believe in it and you will see how your soul re—

quires this as an artist. The real actor‘s soul hates cliches

and repetitions. it is the nature of the artist to do something

in a new way, and one of these breathing processes is atmOSFhere

which must be absolutely flexible - differentinmpos, different

colors, etc.


